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<NOTE>
Playful Drumming by Immature 
Wild Chimpanzees at Mahale: Do 
They Enjoy Making Sounds?

Takahisa Matsusaka
Kansai University, Japan
(E-mail: matsusaka.t@gmail.com)

INTRODUCTION
Before the Mahale Mountains National Park was es-

tablished in 1985, several villages of Tongwe people lived 
in the forest. Although many years have passed since the 
people left, we can still sometimes find the remains of 
human artifacts on the forest floor while observing chim-
panzees. Here, I report the rare cases where immature 
chimpanzees found and drummed on clay pots discarded 
by the former villagers and discuss their playful nature in 
relation to the origin of music.

OBSERvATIONS
(1) Case of an 11-Year-Old Adolescent Male, Cadmus (CD) 
(25 Nov. 2002)

While CD was playing with a 4-year-old male infant 
(OS) in a thicket, CD found at 10:13:59 a clay cooking 
pot (about 40-cm diameter, 30-cm high, with a 14-cm di-
ameter hole at the bottom). He lifted it with his left hand 
and approached OS with a play-face. OS approached and 
touched CD, but soon returned to his mother to suckle.

At 10:15:29, an estrous adolescent female (QA) 
showed leaf-clipping courtship near CD, who did not 
respond. At 10:15:39, CD lifted the pot with both hands, 
put it on his head like a helmet, and tapped 31 times on its 

side with his right palm. Then he stamped on the ground 
four times and pounded the pot three times with his left 
fist. After stamping on the ground twice, he again tapped 
on the pot’s side with his right palm 14 times (Figure 1).

At 10:16:42, CD lowered his head, placed the pot 
on the ground, and kicked its rim twice with his right 
heel. Then he lowered one side of the rim with his right 
hand and kicked the rim with his right heel ten times. At 
10:17:19, CD stood up, kicked backward, and pushed the 
pot with his right sole. The pot rolled off, and he left.

In total, CD drummed 60 times: 45 times with his 
right palm, three times with his left fist, and 12 times with 
his right heel. He calmly drummed with no pilo-erection. 
His face was not visible when he put the pot on his head, 
but he drummed on it on the ground with no facial expres-
sion. He generally tapped lightly and did not make loud 
sounds. Although he might have heard the pot’s large res-
onance from inside it, the sounds did not seem to attract 
others. No one approached CD during his drumming, 
even though six chimpanzees rested within 10 m: OS and 
his mother, a 1-year-old male infant (TD) and his mother, 
an adult male (DG), and an adolescent female (QA). 

(2) Case of a 6-Year-Old Juvenile Male, Michio (MC) (14 
Feb. 2003)

At 10:46:56, while MC was walking in a thicket, he 
found a large clay water pot that was about 50-cm high, 
with a 45-cm diameter, a narrow neck, and an 18-cm 
diameter mouth. He slapped the bottom of it three times 
with his left palm, rolled it, and slapped it once with his 
right palm. Then he stepped onto it with both feet, soon 
got off it, lowered the pot’s mouth to the ground, and 
slapped its bottom with his left palm. He then pushed 
and rolled it, slapped it simultaneously with both palms, 
and slapped it nine times with both hands in turns. At 
10:47:19, he stopped but soon started playing again in 
various ways (Figure 2, Video 1: available online at  
mahale.main.jp/PAN/19_2/19(2)_05.html): slapping the 
pot with his palms, pushing and rolling it, stamping on it 
with his soles, kicking it with his heels, stepping up onto 

Figure 1. CD puts a pot on his head and taps it with his 
palm.
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it, dropping his buttock on it, and lying supine on it. He 
also showed such exploratory behaviors as touching its 
crack, looking into it, putting his arm into it, etc. 

At 10:52:11, MC strongly kicked the pot five times 
with his right heel, chipping off a small piece. He touched 
the spot with his right hand and slapped it eight times 
with both palms in turns. Then he stepped up onto the 
pot and stamped on it six times with his sole, and the pot 
finally broke into pieces, and he fell off of it (10:52:57). 
One-year-old male infant, TD, approached within 5 m of 
MC and observed the scene. MC lifted one of the broken 
pieces, but soon went away and approached TD and his 
mother. After a while, TD came, touched the broken piec-
es, and stepped on them, but no one paid any attention to 
the pieces after that.

In total, MC drummed on the pot 199 times: 36 times 
with his right hand, 112 times with his left hand, four 
times simultaneously with both hands, 25 times with his 
right leg, eight times with his left leg, four times with 
his buttock, and ten times with unidentified body parts. 
He used his left hand more than his right hand and his 
right leg more than his left leg. When he drummed with 
his hands, he usually used his palms (149 times) but he 
also used his fist (twice) and his wrist (once). When he 
drummed with his legs, he used his sole (23 times) and his 
heel (10 times). 

MC usually drummed on the side or the bottom of the 
pot, but he also hit its rim (once) and neck (twice). Since 
the pot has a round bottom, it was unstable and easy to 
roll. MC seemed to try to control the pot’s orientation and 
position by pushing or dragging it, lowering or lifting 
its mouth, and supporting it with his limbs. Supporting 
behaviors were observed nine times: three times with his 
right hand, once each with both hands, the right leg, the 
left leg, both legs, and combinations of right hand/left 
leg and right hand/right leg. His right hand was used six 
times, and his left hand was used only once. 

MC drummed the pot with no pilo-erection and 
with a half-open mouth, which is his relaxed face. He 
drummed relatively strongly, and the sounds were proba-
bly audible to others nearby. However, most chimpanzees 
did not show much interest in his drumming; six others 
rested within 10 m: MC’s mother and her 1-year-old fe-

male infant, TD and his mother, and two adult males (AL, 
PM). Only TD came to the spot after the pot was finally 
smashed. 

DISCUSSION
CD put the pot on his head like a helmet and tapped it 

with his palms and kicked it on the ground. He drummed 
60 times in about two minutes. MC showed more varied 
behavioral patterns, including slapping, kicking, step-
ping up, and rolling. He drummed 199 times in about six 
minutes. These can be regarded as “object play” in which 
they experienced various types of object manipulation, 
and also as “sound play” in which they enjoyed making 
sounds. During drumming, they sometimes changed the 
pot’s orientation and position and drummed on various 
spots with different body parts. They seemed to enjoy 
modifying the sounds and hearing the unexpectedly large 
and resonant sounds from the pot.

Immature chimpanzees sometimes make sounds 
during play. They might slap a tree buttress or walk on 
branches in an exaggerated style to make pitapat sounds. 
They also make sounds when they play with dry leaves1. 
Some immature chimpanzees (including CD and MC) oc-
casionally slap their own bellies with their palms to make 
spanking sounds as solo play or play solicitation2,3. They 
may also enjoy making sounds in these cases, but these 
cases generally last only for a few seconds. The cases 
observed in this study were exceptionally long. The rela-
tively large and resonant sounds of the pot should have 
encouraged them to continue drumming.

Adult male chimpanzees often hit or kick a substra-
tum to make banging sounds as an intimidation display, 
such as slapping the ground or slapping/kicking tree but-
tresses or metal walls4,5. The clay pot drumming observed 
in this study featured several differences from such adult 
drumming. CD and MC were not very excited, unlike 
adult displays; they did not show pilo-erection or such 
tense facial expressions as compressed lips. They seemed 
relaxed and drummed for a much longer duration. They 
did not pay much attention to other chimpanzees and ap-
peared absorbed in their solo activity. Others did not show 
much interest in their drumming, either.

An individual difference was found in the laterality. 
CD usually drummed with his right hand and leg, while 
MC used his left hand and right leg more often. When 
supporting the pot, MC mostly used his right hand. Thus, 
MC showed a tendency of role differentiation in using 
his hands for drumming and supporting. Individual dif-
ferences of drumming patterns and laterality were also 
reported for intimidation drumming by adult males4,5.

In summary, two immature chimpanzees engaged in 
long and variable solo play, suggesting that they enjoyed 
producing sounds. In discussion on the origin and evolu-
tion of music, much attention has focused on such social 
aspects as vocal communication and sexual selection6. 
However, the individual capacity to enjoy manipulating 
sounds also seems essential for the origin of music. This 
study suggests that chimpanzees have the potential to 
enjoy making sounds and supports the notion that manual 
drumming in African great apes is homologous to human 
instrumental music7.

Figure 2. MC slaps a pot with his palms.
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INTRODUCTION
Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) beds have been used 

as an indicator for the presence of chimpanzees, and the 
longevity of beds is one of the important variables for 
estimating chimpanzee population sizes1,2. The longevity 
of chimpanzee beds can differ due to location, vegetation, 
and season3–6. For example, beds in forested sites decay 
faster than those in woodlands5, and beds in the dry sea-
son decay faster than those in the rainy season3,5.

A previous study6 on the longevity of chimpanzee 
beds was conducted in the Mahale Mountains National 
Park, Tanzania. Because the study6 was conducted only in 
the forested area in the dry season, we studied chimpan-
zee beds both in forested and woodland sites during the 
rainy season.

METHODS
This study was conducted in Mahale Mountains 

National Park, Tanzania. This site has a rainy season from 
early October to mid-May7. We focused our research in 
two areas in the park, Kasoje and Miyako (Figure 1). The 
Kasoje area is composed of gallery forest8,9, and is the 
center of the range of the M group of chimpanzees. The 
Miyako area consists of Brachystegia woodland with 
gallery forest along riverside area8,9, and is occupied by 
chimpanzees of the Y group10.

Across both sites, we found 102 fresh beds from 3 
October 2006 to 16 February 2007, and classified them by 
their date of construction (Table 1). Of these, we selected 
70 beds to estimate bed longevity, and 32 beds to study 
bed construction. For the longevity study, we classified 
beds into two categories based on their time of construc-
tion. Beds constructed during Period 1 (3 to 10 October) 
were monitored until 24 May 2007. Beds constructed 
during Period 2 (11 October to 10 November) were moni-
tored for a minimum of 100 days. Beds constructed after 
Period 2 were not included in analyses.

Beds were monitored approximately once per week 
(mean interval = 8.7 days, range = 6–28 days). KZ moni-
tored the beds from 3 October 2006 to 16 February 2007, 
and MM monitored them from 17 February to 24 May 
2007. We defined bed leaves as decayed when all of leaves 
had fallen from the branches in the bed3,5, and defined 
beds as decayed when they were no longer clearly dis-
cernable as chimpanzee beds1,2,4–6.

We monitored 9 beds in the Kasoje area and 7 beds 
in the Miyako area during Period 1. During Period 2, we 
monitored 38 beds in Kasoje area. The minimum distance 
between bed sites of the two areas was about 2 km (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Locations of chim panzee beds in Kasoje (closed 
circle) and Miyako (open cir cle) during period 1.




